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Weaving by hand is an ancient and fascinating

art, encompassing hundreds of variations, techniques, 

and approaches to creating textiles of all shapes and sizes. 

Here, designer and weaving expert Åsa Pärson and pro-

fessional textile curator Amica Sundström have compiled

a modern reference guide to the fundamental principles

and practice of weaving for the novice and the experienced 

weaver alike. Focusing on foot treadle looms with coun-

termarch or pulley tie-up systems, Pärson and Sundström

cover everything you need to know about the arrangement

and preparation of the loom, weaving tools and materials, 

reading drafts, and the three basic foundational weaves,

plus the multitude of variations that derive from each, in 

the Swedish hand-weaving tradition. A selection of sample

projects, themed around filling a home with handmade

décor, demonstrates the breadth of the possibilities and 

provides a starting point to explore the astonishing

creative potential of weaving.

— Instructions and full-color photos of projects, covering a wide variety of weaves and textures —

— Discussion of fibers and fabric types, including look, feel, visual effects, and optimal care and treatment —

— Tips for all stages of weaving, from warping and tie-on to finishing, felting, and fringe techniques —

— Explanations of how to read and understand weaving drafts —
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PREFACE   9  

Preface  
Weaving—This 
Magical Handcraft! 

Stockholm 2 June 2020

We were nineteen and twenty-one years old respectively when 
we met in 1991; we were both taking a one-year weaving course 
at Stockholms Folkhögskola (the Stockholm College for Adult 
Education). During our studies, we visited Väfskolan (the Weav-
ing School) in Borås. The head teacher there, Christina Rinaldo, 
made a strong impression on us with her focus on both contem-
porary weaving and the history of weaving.

Christina’s stories about various projects being pursued at 
Väfskolan were so exciting and interesting that we decided to ap-
ply for further training, and we both transferred there in the fall 
of 1992. The three terms we spent studying under Christina were 
decisive in setting us on our current professional paths, and gave 
us not only invaluable experience with different types of weav-
ing, but also treasured personal connections with other weavers 
in Sweden and around the world. Over the years, we have also 
taught weaving at various levels and become experienced teach-
ers. We love to share our knowledge, and are very happy that we 
have had the opportunity to write—and weave—for this book.

In this practical handbook, we explain the fundamentals 
and discuss the materials and methods that make it possible to 
independently engage in weaving as handcraft. Our intention is 
to help readers understand how to combine different fibers and 
techniques, explore various options, and ultimately reach the 
desired result.
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 10  THE WE AVING HANDBOOK

For us, sample weaving is a key method for finding the perfect 
“recipe” for a woven textile. The ingredients in this kind of recipe 
are the materials, weave structure, set-up, and color. Once you 
have a set of ingredients you’d like to try out, the loom can be used 
to create a quick “taste test.”

The projects in this book were created with function, usabil-
ity, and durability in mind, and the above-mentioned “recipe” 
for each is of great importance in determining how the project 
will turn out. All of these recipes can be adapted, with different 
“ingredients” substituted, to suit any weaver’s taste.

Weaving is a centuries-old art, and there are many different 
types of tools, looms, and traditional approaches to the act of 
weaving itself. In this book, we describe how we personally work 
with weaving theory and instruction, and how we weave on a 
floor loom—we begin with what works for us in our own practice 
and in teaching situations.

The descriptions of the various projects in this book should 
be viewed as inspiration. We know that access to materials will 
differ depending on where in the world you are, and it’s never 
guaranteed that a specific yarn will be available after a couple of 
years. Therefore, we decided not to describe precisely how a proj-
ect should proceed as regards warp order and threading, and we 
don’t list precise amounts for each material. Instead, we recom-
mend a method that is described later on in the book, primarily in 
the “Weaving Theory” chapter. There, you’ll learn how to deter-
mine for yourself what fibers you prefer and want to work with. 
The projects included here should be regarded as starting points, 
easily modified with your choice of materials and your own ideas 
about patterns and colors.

Good luck with your weaving!
Amica & Åsa

In memory of Christina Rinaldo
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 14  THE WE AVING HANDBOOK

T o weave—to see the threading system bind together, to 
watch the surface structure take shape—is an experi-
ence I can’t help but see as magical. Holding the materi-
als in my hands and creating my own fabric out of yarn 

is immensely satisfying.
I use various methods and strategies to decide where to begin 

a new weaving. Sometimes, the materials function as inspiration 
and lead to ideas—I want to see how they behave, feel, and look in a 
woven piece. Sometimes, I’m picturing a specific final product—I 
want it to have certain characteristics and certain functions, and 
those ideas guide the work. In both cases, I have to make decisions 
about materials, weave structure, threading, and color, and I have 
to figure out how to combine these ingredients to make a “recipe,” 
so to speak. To make a good recipe, you need to test different com-
binations. An excellent method of “taste testing” is to do sample 
weaving to see how specific recipes turn out, and to learn how your 
choice of ingredients can affect the quality and look.

A few years ago, I had the opportunity to rent a cottage. The cot-
tage, originally a soldier’s cottage, is in Sörmland (on the southeast 
coast of Sweden), and is part of a big farm. I’d already been think-
ing about trying to weave a full set of textiles for a home, and the 
cottage seemed just big enough to fill with handwoven goods.

Because interior textiles often have a function, and function 
implies a certain quality, it was a good starting point for gaining ex-
perience with weaving. In earlier times, the list of textiles needed 
for a home was long. Today, washing options are better and house-
holds smaller, so the list obviously looks different. My starting 
point was a combination of need and desire—and of course I also 
wanted to present lots of different materials and weaves for the 
reader. I thought very simply, room by room, about how each room 
would be used and what textiles would be necessary. It was im-
portant that these textiles be durable even when they were purely 
aesthetic, so I chose to work with block patterns in most of these 
weaving projects. Weaving stripes in both directions and working 
with both colors and textures invite endless variations, and blocks 
are a pattern world one never tires of.

Åsa Pärson
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WE AVING PROJEC TS   17  

Drapes in  
Herringbone Twill

The double doors to the cottage aren’t insulated very 
well, so it’s drafty and hard to keep the cold out. Weav-
ing drapes to help keep some heat inside was one of 
the first projects I decided to take on. I looked at Öst-
götadräll patterns, and was inspired by the various 
block patterns—traditionally woven in herringbone 
twill, and often done in golden yellow. I enlarged the 
blocks to make the scale about the same as the bead-
board in the hall. Herringbone or cross twill offsets 
twill’s diagonals, and the surface becomes irregular 
without lines. In older Östgötadräll textiles, the warp 
was often linen. I chose the same material for its lus-
ter, which, in combination with the yellow color, looks 
like gold. The weft was natural gray to add a warm 
feeling.

In Sweden, the woven textiles that hung in front of the built-in beds in farm-
ers’ homes were called förhängen (“curtains”). Their function was to close 
in warmth and create privacy, because traditionally multiple people slept in 
the same room.

Textiles often had dual purposes in homes; they were partly functional, 
but also partly a decorative addition to the furnishings. Drapes keep out 
drafts and contribute to a better sound environment, and at the same time 
they embellish the room. Tapestries also help with warmth, because they 
minimize drafts and create an insulating air space if they’re hung an inch or 
so away from the wall.
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Warp: 12/2 linen
Weft: 6/1 wool yarn
Number of Ends per ⅜ inch / 1 cm on Ruler: 12
Reed: 15/in [60/10], 1-2
Sett: 12 ends per ⅜ in / 1 cm
Number of Ends: 1,212
Selvedge: 1 unthreaded end on each side
Width in Reed: 39¾ in / 101 cm
Finished Width: 37¾ in / 96 cm
Woven Length: 106¼ in / 270 cm
Finished Length: 80¼ in / 204 cm

Comments:
For as straight and even an edge as possible, weave with one unthreaded 
end at each side. You can even hang a weight on the two outermost ends 
to increase the tension and prevent an uneven edge. The pattern is a 
block-threaded cross twill The wide sections are 2¾ in / 7 cm and the nar-
row ones ¾ in / 2 cm wide. Feel free to vary these dimensions as you like.

Finishing:
Wash and press. Fold up and sew down a casing on top and bottom.

Drapes in  
Herringbone 
Twill
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Which loom should I choose?
In the Swedish language, we call all types of weaving apparatuses 
“looms,” but the term is most often associated with the foot loom. 
There are simpler types of looms—for example, ground, vertical 
double-back, warp-weighted, backstrap, table, and frame looms. 
Treadle looms were developed independently in various parts 
of the world. In Europe, they were developed during the Middle 
Ages and were the most common type of loom in the fourteenth 
century. They look essentially the same now as they did then. The 
number of shafts in the loom determines how large a weaving can 
be repeated in a shuttled weave. Different models and companies 
have distinctive designs, but they all work the same way, funda-
mentally.

A loom can last for several generations and can be purchased 
used. You simply need to be sure the loom has not been broken 
and the beater is straight. For beginners, we recommend a loom 
with 4 shafts and 6 treadles, although a loom with 8 shafts and 8 
treadles will allow for many more options to vary your weaving. 
If you want to weave patterned textiles with many sections, you 
should invest in a loom with 16 or 20 shafts and an equal number 
of treadles. How wide a loom you need will depend mainly on 
what you want to weave and how much space you have for your 
loom. A loom that is 39½ inches / 1 meter wide is wide enough 
for most projects, but if you want to weave even wider textiles, a 
loom 48-60 in / 1.2-1.5 meters wide might be a better choice. On 
a countermarch loom, you can weave a range of widths on a wide 
loom; however, on a wide counterbalance loom, narrow textiles 
can pose problems.

There are many types of looms. They’re all based on the same principles: at least two 
systems of threading, joined together in different ways, where one of those systems of 
threading—the warp—is held at tension. This book is concerned with weaving on foot 
treadle looms with an upper tie-up consisting of countermarch or with regular and 
harness pulleys. Besides a loom, you’ll need a number of other tools to be able to weave, 
from a skein winder to a weaving temple.
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Shafts

Treadles

Beater 

Heddle House 
or Rocker Arms
(Harness 
Pulleys)

Side Beam

Knee 
Beam

Warp Beam (a 
loom might
have one or two)

Breast Beam

Stretcher Rod

Cloth Beam

Pulleys

Lamms

The counterbalance loom is a common 
forerunner to the floor loom. This pic-
ture will help you become acquainted 
with the various parts of the loom.
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Textile Materials
Textile fibers can be divided into two main groups depending on 
how they are produced. The first group is natural fibers, which 
includes wool from sheep and other animals, silk, linen, hemp, 
and cotton. They are fibers that grow as parts of plants or are 
produced by animals; with relatively simple tools, they can be 
processed into thread. These fibers have been used for weaving 
since pre-history. These fibers must all be prepared before spin-
ning. The quality of the resulting yarn depends in part on how 
that preparation is done, and on the spinning process.

The second group is synthetic fibers, which are made chemi-
cally. They were first manufactured in the first half of the twenti-
eth century, and production sped up during World War II, when 
natural fibers became scarce. Synthetic fibers can be divided into 
two subgroups based on the material they are derived from. Vis-
cose, lyocell, modal, cupro, and acetate are classified as “regen-
erated fibers.” They are manufactured from cellulose extracted 
from any of a number of sources, including spruce wood, bamboo, 
pineapple tops, or cotton waste. The other subgroup includes 
polyester, polyamide, elastane, and acrylic; these are synthetic 
fibers produced from oil.

In this book, we start with the materials we wanted to use to 
make durable, beautiful, functional textiles for an eighteenth-cen-
tury crofter’s cottage. We decided to use mostly linen and wool. 
These materials have a long history in Sweden and a strong tradi-
tion of being used for home textiles. When cotton came onto the 
market in the nineteenth century, it was incorporated into home 
textiles, but when very fine or high quality was needed or desired, 
many continued to consider linen the optimal fiber.

1. Dried cotton plant.

2. Varieties of sheep’s wool from two 
Swedish landrace breeds: Gotland and 
Finnsheep. At top right, carding thistle 
or teasel, a thistle that can be used 
to brush finished weavings, such as 
blankets.

3. Steps in linen processing:
a. scutched linen
b. hackled flax
c. short flax fibers caught in the hack-
les, used for tow flax yarn, also called 
tow yarn.

4. Two-ply wool yarn with a high twist.

There are many kinds of fibers in nature, but only a few are good for textiles, mean-
ing that they have the characteristics needed to be spun into yarn. The common 
feature for all textile fibers is that the fibers are very long relative to their diameter. 
The fineness of the fibers is crucial, and in general, the finer the fiber of a certain 
type, the more valuable it is. Fibers form the basis of textiles, and a fiber’s qualities 
play a meaningful role in the end product. Therefore, it’s important to understand 
the characteristics of your materials. Thorough knowledge of materials will make it 
possible to choose the right fiber to create the end result you want; you’ll understand 
how the material should be handled, and know how to take care of woven pieces so 
they’ll stay in good condition for as long as possible.
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 Preparing Warp Yarn
Some yarns are wound into skeins and need to be re-wound into 
balls or “cakes” before warping or winding onto bobbins. Open the 
skein and make sure no threads are going in the wrong direction 
over the ties or are over the tie thread. All it takes is one thread 
in the wrong direction for the skein to be tangled all through the 
winding. Place the skein on the skein winder before you remove 
the ties, and then raise and secure the winder arms so the skein 
won’t slide off. Remove the ties, thread the yarn through the eye 
hook on a ball winder, and then continue and thread it into the slot 
on the ball winder cone. 

If you’re using a bobbin instead of a ball winder, it’s smart to 
draw the yarn through a metal ring you can guide the thread with. 

Place the skein on a skein winder and 
pull one end out to the ball winder. 
When you crank the ball winder, the 
yarn will wrap onto the cone.

There are many ways to approach the various steps for setting up a weaving. We’ll 
describe the variations we think are simplest and most effective. If you’ve learned a 
different way that you’re comfortable with, there’s no reason to switch gears unless 
you discover another method that works better. If you’re a beginner and are learning 
to weave, you’ll often find that there are many steps to keep track of and a lot of them 
are time-consuming. In the learning process, it’s important to do all the steps accu-
rately. Once you have an understanding of the purpose of all the different steps and 
have had practical experience with them, you can simplify some of them and speed 
up the process. For the sake of clarity, we’ll try to stick to a general description of each 
step, and after each, we’ll then list common questions and try to clarify aspects you 
should understand more fully.
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SET TING UP A WE AVING   149  

On a countermarch loom, you tie cords 
for both raising and lowering of the 
shafts. That means you should have 
the same number of cords down to the 
treadle as the number of shafts you 
have heddles on.

The cords between the shafts and the 
lamms should be at the center of the 
weaving.

The lamms should be perpendicular or 
tilting upwards.

The cords from the lamms down to the 
treadles should be as straight down as 
possible.

attached onto the treadle peg. If you have regular cord, the trea-
dles should be tied so they tilt upwards. It’s important for the 
tension to be the same on all the treadle cords placed on the same 

treadle; otherwise, the shaft will lower unevenly and you will not 
get a clean shed. On Öxabäck’s attached system, you can adjust 
the tension by raising or lowering the lamms so both the short and 
long cords have the same tension. Never knot the treadle cords.

Upper Tie-Up
Depending on which type of loom you have, you can do the upper 
tie-up in various ways. We will describe the principles for coun-
terbalance looms and for looms with countermarch and vertical 
top lamms.

Begin by making sure all the heddles are evenly spaced on the 
shafts. If they aren’t, rearrange them by moving the heddles out-
side the hooks on the shaft with hanging hooks so the warp goes 
straight from the back stretcher rod to the front stretcher rod.
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Calculations for the Warp Sett
Begin by taking out a ruler and wrapping your chosen yarn 
around it so that it fills 1 inch or 1 centimeter. Wrap as tightly as 
you can without pushing the yarn with your finger, although you 
should align the strands next to each other as you wrap. The num-
ber of wraps you can make tells you approximately the maximum 
number of ends you can have per inch or centimeter. The maxi-
mum sett does not allow for the weft to be visible, and so the warp 
should usually be more open. How much depends on what weave 
you have chosen and how thick the weft is.

Different weaves have many different intersection points in 
their repeat. Tabby or plain weave, which is the tightest weave, 
has the most points. The intersection points take more room 
because that’s where the weft runs through.

It’s easiest to calculate the quality starting with a squared sett, 
which has about the same number of threads for the warp and 
respective weft and the same thickness of yarn. Later on and with 
more experience, you will gain an understanding of how you can 

Once you’ve decided what you want to weave and what materials and weave struc-
ture you will use, you have to calculate how many warp ends the weave needs per 
inch or centimeter so you can produce the quality you want. You will also need to 
calculate how much yarn you’ll require for both weft and warp, and if you want dif-
ferent colors in the warp, you have to decide on a warp sequence.
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Weaving Drafts
In order to show how a weave is constructed, we use a weaving 
draft. It’s a graphic picture that shows how the warp and weft 
cross each other following a specified system. A filled square 
means, according to international standards, that the warp 
thread goes over the weft thread. In Swedish handweaving tradi-
tion, a filled square indicates that the warp thread is lowered and 
the weft is visible. This is because those of us in Sweden, for the 
most part, use treadle looms and therefore need to know which 
shaft should lower for treadling, thus lowering the warp. Interna-
tionally and within industry, the focus is instead on which shaft 
is to go up, indicating a raised warp. In this book, the internation-
al standard is used so a filled square in the draft means a raised 
warp thread.

Even the direction the draft is read from differs. In Sweden, 
we read a draft from right to left, while it’s the opposite interna-
tionally, and read from left to right as for regular text reading. On 
the loom, the shaft nearest the weaver and the treadle furthest 
to the left is number one. Even that is the opposite in Swedish 
handweaving. You can draw your drafts following the inter-
national standard but then later read the finished weave and 
threading order from right to left—which is usually easiest if you 
are right-handed because the steps follow in that direction. The 
results will be the same as long as you read and weave from the 
same direction.

Weaving draft. The outlined blocks 
represent a pattern repeat.

A weaving consists of vertical threads, the warp, and horizontal threads, the weft. 
These two thread systems are interlaced in many different ways and create tex-
tiles of wildly differing types with different looks and functions. Generally, one can 
say that there are three basic weaves—tabby or plain weave, twill, and satin—and 
from these you can create innumerable derivations that lead to new weaves. In 
order to weave, you have to describe the movements of the threads in the various 
weave structures and for that you have weaving drafts. With the help of a weaving 
draft, you can then derive the tie-ups—that is, the information about how the warp 
is threaded and how the shafts are tied to the treadles so that you can produce the 
result you want.
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117.  Honeycomb on two blocks.
118.  Honeycomb on three blocks,  
in which the third block ties down  
so there will not be long floats on  
the back.

Honeycomb in two sizes combined, a variation of 117.
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Weft Rep
Weft rep, the most common weave for wool rugs and tapestries, 
is a tabby weave in which the warp is completely hidden by the 
weft. The pattern is built on sections with various weft colors, 
and depending on the technique, the transitions between colors 
occur in different ways. 

Rölakan 
Rölakan is a weaving technique for producing patterned textiles 
in which the weft doesn’t go over the warp’s entire width, but 
instead wanders when you want to change colors. The color areas 
are bound by how the different wefts interlock around each other 
when they meet. Today, when talking about rölakan, rugs come to 
mind first, but the technique was also used earlier for cushions, 
pillows, and wall hangings.

There are two ways to interlock or ensnare the weft—either 
they interlock at every meeting, or at every other meeting. Inter-
locking at every meeting point is also called double interlocking, 
and that produces a non-reversible textile most often woven with 
the wrong side up. The front is smooth and has sharp contours, 
while the back has ridges at the interlocking points. This type of 
rölakan was commonly woven by country people, and due to the 
large number of textiles in this technique preserved in Skåne (the 
southernmost county in Sweden), it’s also called “Skånsk” (or 
“Scanian”) rölakan.

There are weaves in which the shuttle doesn’t travel all the way from one side to 
the other, or where areas are inlaid between throwing the background weft—for 
example, rökakan, rya, and tapestry. For these art weaves, even those with thrown 
pattern weaves such as rosepath, flat weave, and simplified drälls can be included, 
and will therefore be discussed in this chapter. Numerous types of rugs, cushions, 
tapestries, and hangings are based on the same technique: weft rep. However, de-
pending on where you are in the world, the materials used, and how the colors are 
arranged and interlocked, these weaves will have different names. The same applies 
to techniques for the patterns woven between the thrown background weft. In this 
chapter, we describe the techniques and material combinations that are anchored 
in Swedish weaving traditions.
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Handling a Raw Weaving
The fabric that has just come off the loom is called a “raw weav-
ing.” During setting up and weaving, the threads and fibers have 
been held under great tension/stress that needs to be released so 
the weaving can draw in and assume an attractive surface. That’s 
most easily done by handwashing. When the fabric draws in, the 
reed marks, splices, and uneven edges usually diminish. Note: 
Even though woven textiles can be machine washed, we recom-
mend handwashing for the first wash.

Before washing, it’s a good idea to assess the ends woven in as 
you worked and to trim any ends from spliced weft and joins. If 
you plan on hemming the fabric, you can do that either before or 
after washing. If you decide to hem after washing, you should over-
cast the edges before washing so the weft won’t unravel too much. 
If you’re going to add fringe, twist or braid it before washing.

For weavings that shouldn’t be washed, a common after- 
treatment is wet blocking. For that, you’ll need a pad or other  
surface you can drive pins into. Begin by covering the pad or sur-
face with a damp sheet. Stretch the weaving out until the angles 
are squared: begin by pushing a rustproof pin or brad into each 
corner, another pin into the middle of each side, and then pin 
from the center to the corner of each side. Space the pins about 
3/8 in / 1 cm apart. Lay a wrung-out damp cloth or sheet over the 
weaving. Once the sheet has dried, you can remove the pins.

After a weaving is cut from the loom, a few steps still remain before you are com-
pletely finished with your project. The weaving should be washed and the edges 
finished neatly. Your weaving might also need to be mangled or felted. For a woven 
fabric to have as long a life as possible, you need to continue to take care of it by 
washing and storing it correctly.
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Numbers in bold indicate pictures.

art fibers 116
art weaving 240
art weaving techniques 251

backstrap loom 98
ball winder 104, 105
bead stitching 275
beaming on warp 138, 138, 139 
beaming on weaving 137, 138, 139
beaming rod 113, 138, 139
beater 99
beating technique 154
binding points 183
block cord 227, 228
block pattern 183
block rep 186
block threading 182
bobbin winder 104, 105
breast beam 99
broken and regrouped twill 203, 203,   

204, 204, 205
broken twill 203, 203, 204, 204, 205
brushing 278

canvas weave 225, 225
Canvas Weave Blanket 92-95
cloth beam 99
color change 153
color effect 183
combined weaves 213, 213, 214, 215, 

216, 217
cord 226, 226, 227
cotton 122
counterbalance loom 99, 100, 147, 149
countermarch loom 100, 101, 148, 150
crabba 251, 252, 253
Crepe Dishrag 62-65
crepe weaves 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 

237, 238, 239
cross twill 204, 205
Curtain in M’s and O’s 82-85
cut weaving from loom 155, 156

Daldräll 256, 258, 264
damask loom 101
Denier 172
detail draft 183
diagonal weave 213, 214
diagonal cord 227, 228
digital shaft loom 100
dräll 215, 215, 216, 217
Dräll Bath Towel 74-77

Drapes in Herringbone Twill 16-19
droppdräll 222, 223, 230, 231
dukagång 252, 252, 254
durability 125

embellished twill 200, 200
English tabby 186, 188
enlarged twill 200, 201
ensnaring 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 

249, 250
ergonomy 157
eye cord 108, 109, 138, 138, 144

felting 278
figurative bound weave (gubbatäcke) 

259
finishings 269
fixing problems 158
flat weave 258, 259, 265
Flemish weave 244
floats 183
four-set crepe 233, 235
fringe 274, 274, 275, 276, 277
fringe, twisted 273, 276
front beaming 155
front tie-on 145, 145
front tie-on rod 113

Glass Drying Towel in Plain Weave 
66-69

Gobelin 244
goose-eye 199
Gripsholm block 39
ground loom 98

half crabba 252, 252, 253
half dräll 256, 257, 262
half hitch 274, 275
half panama 186, 187 
Hand Towel in Plain Weave and Pana-

ma 54-57
happy hole 157
harness loom 102
header 269
heddle 108, 109, 143
hem 269, 269, 270, 272
honeycake weave 220, 221
honeycomb 218, 219
HV-technique 254, 255, 255

intersection point 183

jacquard loom 103
Jämtland dräll 256, 257, 262, 263

Karelian lace 246, 246, 249
kilim 244, 244, 245
knee beam 99

knots 250
Knotted Rug 78-81
korndräll 199
K-value 183

lamms 99, 148, 149
lamms, long 101
lamms, short 101
lamms, top 101
lease stick 106, 107, 129, 138, 140
leno 247, 247, 249
linen 119, 123
long-striped rep 186
loom 98, 99
 backstrap 98
 counterbalance 99, 100, 147, 149
 countermarch 101, 101, 148, 150
 damask 101
 digital shaft 100
 frame 98
 ground 98
 harness 102
 jacquard 103
 machine 103
 table 98
 treadle 98
 vertical two-beam 98
 warp-weighted 98

machine loom 103
mangling 278
materials amount 168
MMF-technique 254, 255, 255
monk’s belt 258, 259, 265
mosquito netting 224, 224
M’s and O’s 82, 83, 84, 84, 85, 220, 221

Napkin in Block Satin 70-73
natural fiber 116, 117
Ne1 172
Ne2 172
Nm 171
numeric system 171
nylon cord 108, 109

open-spaced rep 186
opening for cord loop 138, 138, 144
opposites crepe 234, 235, 238, 239
opposites treadling 197
oriental braid 270, 270, 271, 272
Östgötadräll 17

panama 186, 187
pass 136
pattern divisions 167
pattern repeat 183
peg 108, 109
pile 251

Index
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Pillowcase and Sheet in Plain Weave 
and Dukagång Inlay Variation 86-91

Pillowcase in Plain Weave and Duk-
agång Inlay Variation 88-89

Pillow Cover in Twill 42-45
Plain Weave Cover 38-41
Plain Weave Kitchen Towel 58-61
point twill 197, 198, 199
pre-sleying 135, 136
pressing 279
pulleys 99

quality 125
quill, paper 110, 111
quill, rug 110, 111

rackel (three-treadle) weave 213
raddle 106, 107
rag rug 33
Rag Rug in Open-Spaced Rep 34-35
Rag Rugs in Open-Spaced Rep and 

Rosepath 32-37
Rag Rug in Rosepath 36-37
rag rep 186
rag rya 33
raw edge 269
reed holder 1
reed 106, 107, 14306, 107 
reed hook 110, 111, 143
rep 186, 189
Rep Rug 20-23
repeat 183
rippenköper 42, 43, 44, 44, 45, 228, 229 
rocker arms, heddle house 99, 150
rölakan 242, 243
Roll-Up Curtain in Plain Weave 50-53
rosepath 36, 36, 37, 37, 259, 260, 261
rug shuttle 110, 111
rug warp 108, 109
rug washing 280 
Russian weaving 252, 254
rya 250

sample weaving 164
sand crepe 236
satin 185, 185, 209, 209, 210, 211, 212
satiné 206, 206, 207
set-up calculations 162
shaft 99, 143, 148, 149, 150, 158
shaft holder 143
shaft lock 108, 109, 143
sharp cut 183
Shawl in English Tabby 28-29
Shawl in Half Panama 26-27
Shawls with Tabby Variations 24-31
sheep’s wool 118, 120, 121
shuttle 110, 111
shuttling technique 155
side beem 99

simplified tapestry weaving technique 
255, 257

skein winder 104, 105, 128
slarvtjäll inlay 255, 257
sleying 143, 143
soumak 246, 246, 248
Spanish lace 247, 247, 249
stick 106, 107
storage 281
stretcher rod 99, 138, 139

tabby 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189
Tabby Shawl 30-31
Tabby-Weave Coverlet 46-49
tabby with ensnaring 249, 250, 250
table loom, 98
take-up 183
tapestry weaving 244
tex 172
Thorén, Margit 39
thread break in warp 153, 154, 155
thread break in weft 154
threading 141, 141
threading hook 110, 111
threading order 180
three-treadle weave 213, 214
tie-up cord 108, 109
tie-down thread 183
Top Sheet in Plain Weave and Duk-

agång Inlay Variation 90-91
treadle loom 98
treadles 99
treadling order 180
tufted 251
turned crepe 232, 233
twill 184, 185, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 

195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 200, 
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 
208

tying up 147, 181

undulating twill 200, 202
upper tie-up 148
u-weight 113

vertical double-back loom 98

waffle weave 220, 220, 231
wall hanging textile 274, 274
warp 129, 178
warp beam 99
warp, broken threads 153, 154, 155
warp cord 226, 226, 227
warp length 129, 129, 134
warp rep 163, 186, 189
warp threads, counting 131, 131
warp, tying around 132, 132
warp yarn 128
warping reel 105, 129, 129

warping reel, floor 129
warping reel length 166
warp-weighted loom 98
washing 279
weave repeat 183
weaves that form raised or sunken 

surfaces 218
weaving, beaming 138, 138, 139
weaving drafts 178, 183
weaving frame 98
weaving loom lamp 113
weaving machine 103
weaving record sheet 113, 164, 169
weaving reed 106, 107
weaving reed, spacing of dents 137, 137
weaving temple (stretcher) 110, 111, 

152, 153
weaving width 165
weft 178
weft cord 227, 228
weft rep 242
weft, thread breakage 154
wet blocking 268
whipcord 208, 208
wild crepe 237, 237, 238, 239
winding machine 110, 111
winding yarn 151, 151
woolen (carded) yarn 118
worsted (combed) yarn 118
wrapped fringe 273, 277

yarn 171
yarn amount 171
yarn butterfly 151
yarn holder 104, 105
yarn winder 128
yarn, winding 151, 151
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